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Introduction 
 
TASTE is, in general, considered to be that faculty of the human mind by which we perceive and enjoy 
whatever is BEAUTIFUL or SUBLIME in the works of nature or art. 
 
The perception of these qualities is attended with an emotion of pleasure, very distinguishable from 
every other pleasure of our nature, and which is, accordingly, distinguished by the name of the EMOTION 

OF TASTE. The distinctions of the objects of taste into the sublime and beautiful, has produced a similar 
division of this emotion into the EMOTION OF SUBLIMITY and the EMOTION OF BEAUTY. 
 
Of the Natural Sublimity and Beauty of Forms 
 
It may naturally be asked, why mankind have so long adhered to [the Classical Orders], without 
attempting to deviate from them, if they are not solely and peculiarly beautiful…. the uniform adherence 
of people to the established Proportions, is too strong a proof of their absolute or peculiar Beauty, to be 
opposed by any arguments of a distant or metaphysical kind. 
 
… I apprehend, that this pleasure arises from very different causes, than from their Proportions…. 
 
The Proportions of these Orders [are distinct from their embellishments and purposes, and the “scenes 
of Grandeur” in which they appear.] It is such scenes, however [in which ] we are accustomed to observe 
them, [wherein we seldom consider] the causes of the complex Emotion we feel…. There are other 
associations we have with these forms [than their formal beauty alone], that still more powerfully serve to 
command our admiration; for they are the GRECIAN orders: they derive their origin from those times, 
and were the ornament of those countries, which are most hallowed in our imaginations; and it is difficult 
for us to see them, even in their modern copies, without feeling them operate upon our minds, as relics 
of those polished nations where they first arise, and of that greater people by whom they were afterward 
borrowed…. 
 
The admiration we feel [for the Classical Orders is not the result of their proportions alone]…. Common 
people, undoubtedly, feel a very inferior emotion of beauty from such objects to that which is felt by 
men of liberal education, because they have none of those associations which modern education so 
early connects with them. The man of letters feels also a weaker emotion than that which is felt by the 
connoisseur or the architect; because he has none of the associations which belong to the art, and never 
considers them in relation to the genius, or skill, or invention which they display.  
 
 
 
 


